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The New Slate for 2006 (looks somewhat familiar.....) 
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canvention recap, plus a great member profile awaits you in this issue. Lucky 13 
indeed! 
There are two things every Bockster must do at this time- renew if you 
need to, and fill out your bock can survey and send it in to bob porter. Only 
Your participation can make it a valuable tool for us all. 
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The GOATZETTE is published quarterly. We’re now at the end of our 4th calendar year. Hard to believe 
you folks have put up with my BS this long. You folks are brutes for punishment, but thanks for giving 

me a place to vent. It’s cathartic. My therapist thinks its been good for me. 
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Greetings Bocksters! 
  
     I hope that this October finds everyone in good health and recovered from the Charlotte 
Canvention.   It looks like you'll have to put up with my Presidential ramblings for yet another 
year.  There is new blood on the horizon however, and it is my pleasure to announce your new 
Merry Bockster Vice President for 2005/2006-- Robert Fondren.   Robert resides in 
Fredericksburg, Virginia and is also actively involved with the Blue Gray Show.  We welcome his 
commitment to the hobby and look forward to his insight and leadership with the Merry Bocksters! 
  
     For those of you who did not attend Canvention, we wanted to again thank those dealers who 
donated cans for our Canvention raffle.  The raffle is a key component, in addition to dues, to 
running this chapter and putting out such a fine publication four times per year.  Truly, we couldn't 
do it without the generous support of the can & breweriana dealers who have supported our club 
each year.  Our heartfelt thanks again to:  Dan Morean (Breweriana.com), Jeff Musser, 
Erik Amundson (Tavern Trove), and of course Dale Rogalski (Rogalski Brothers).   
  
     Speaking of dues, if you have not sent in your $10 dues for this year, please do so as we are 
doing our best to keep the cost down even though our fixed costs of ink cartridges, paper and 
postage continue to go up.  One avenue that we are pursuing is publishing the Goatzette in a 
format that can be sent on-line and could then be printed individually or stored in your hard-drive 
or another format.  Bockster Matt Parker is spearheading this initiative along with Jim Romine.  
Hopefully we will be ready to experiment with this project for the January issue.  IF THIS IS A 
FORMAT THAT WOULD BE ACCEPTABLE TO YOU VERSUS A HARD COPY MAILED TO 
YOU, PLEASE LET JIM KNOW (an e-mail would be fine)!   While this won't work for everyone, if 
it works for a third or half of our 100 members,  the overall printing and mailing cost can be 
impacted dramatically,  allowing us to keep dues at $10 annually. 
  
     Last, but certainly not least, I wanted to follow-up on Bob Post's President message in the 
October/November BCCA publication.  To many of us, BCCA members, in our middle to late 
40's, the BCCA has been our hobby home for 25-30 years.  BCCA leadership, for many years, 
has been unwilling to open their eyes and make necessary changes.  IT IS TIME 
TO ACKNOWLEDGE THAT OUR HOBBY IS AGING and CHANGING!   Membership roles of our 
club total over 32,000 yet there are less than 4000 active members.   I do not for a minute believe 
that the hobby itself is in danger. Just the opposite.  With ebay and other on-line sources, pricing 
escalation for quality cans & breweriana, I believe that interest in the hobby itself may be stronger 
than ever.  My questions are these:   
  
-Is the BCCA (and other clubs like NABA and ECBA) becoming irrelevant in the hobby because 
they want to stay the same "Good Old Boys" organization? 
  
-Is the BCCA finally willing to make changes necessary to open the Canvention up to younger 
collectors by changing the date to a more appropriate time? 
  
-Is the BCCA finally willing to realize that the base of the club is in the Midwest (from KC to 
Pittsburgh and Detroit to Nashville)?  Canventions need to be scheduled annually in cities within 
this geographic area for the best attendance and participation. 
  
-Is the BCCA willing to bring back the fun and excitement of "Room to Room" trading by limiting 
the organized social aspect of Canvention to one night?  



  
     In my opinion, Canvention has become more of a social function for people, who in some 
cases don't even collect anymore, to get together and party.  That is great for many longtime 
members!   But, without "Room to Room" activity the Canvention loses much of it's excitement for 
many collectors.  The format sure seems to work at Blue Gray.  Tours during the day, individual 
chapter parties, etc... are all part of the Canvention that works well along with micro night, the 
trade floor and other local activities for members and spouses to enjoy.  There is a reason that 
membership is where it is and that many collectors are not part of the organization.   To collect 
these days you really don't need to be a member of the club.  There are plenty of people who 
continue to collect but choose to not be part of the BCCA. 
  
     THE BCCA HAS TO REACH OUT TO FORMER MEMBERS, BE PROACTIVE AND 
INNOVATIVE, AND GIVE COLLECTORS A REASON TO BE PART OF OUR CLUB!  AT $30, IT 
CERTAINLY ISN'T THE COST THAT IS KEEPING PEOPLE AWAY.  THE MAGAZINE ALONE 
IS WORTH THAT. 
  
     Just some thoughts that I wanted to get off my chest.  I'm sure that they won't be popular with 
some members, but I think that changes have to be made in order for the club to survive for all of 
us.  It's been my hobby home for over 30 years.  Boy how time flies when you are really having 
fun! 
  
Your President, 
  
Dave Reed 

 
New Members (signed on at Canvention) 

Please welcome the newest class of Bocksters to our happy family. If they are 
close by, get in touch! Ask them to come over for a beer and mutual Bock oogle session. 

M
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 #
 

Name Address City 

S
ta

te
 

Zip 
Code Phone  e-Mail 

BCCA 
# Specialty 

105 
Joe 
Older 

459 
Minnehaha 
Road Maitland FL 32751 

407-
622-
5120 

jolder@cfl.r
r.com 15408 

any flattop 
cans 

106 
Mike 
Pope 

1144 
Tuckaway 
Lane Nashville IN 47448 

812-
988-
2773 

huber1960
@sbcglobal
.net 32543 12oz flats 

107 
Fred 
Johnson 

9425 
Claymont 
Lane Fishers IN 46037 

317-
585-
0428 

fnjjohnson
@earthlink.
net 22874 50's 

108 
Fred 
Goerlach 

127 East 
Streef Dalton MA 1226 

413-
684-
4480 

canworks@
berkshire.rr.
com 14360 none 

109 
John 
Nelson 

303 E 
Somonauk 
Street Yorkville IL 60560 

630-
553-
1403 

nelsonccjj
@comcast.
net 32282 All! 

110 
Greg 
Fata 

12 
Woodhaven 
Drive 

South 
Barrington IL 60010 

847-
428-
6087 

gregfata@y
ahoo.com 32425 

flat top 
cans 
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Robert Fondren 
 
At the Canvention I was elected as Vice President of the Merry Bocksters. I didn’t expect 
this when I arrived at the chapter meeting, but I will do what I can to help to build the 
chapter. The day after I was elected at the chapter meeting, my bock collection 
significantly improved. Like most chapter members and many other collectors in 
attendance at the Canvention, I made my donation to the chapter by buying tickets to the 
chapter raffle. Little did I know that buying the tickets would be more than a donation. If 
you were within earshot of me when my name was called as the winner of the Esslinger 
Parti Quiz Bock can, I hope you are not permanently deaf from the volume of my yells. It 
was incredibly exciting to add that can to my collection. 
 
I collect all US 12 oz. cans, but I specialize in zip tops and bocks. For a while I have been 
promising our esteemed editor that I would write an article on bock zip tops for the 
Goatzette. Since I am now Vice President, I can’t keep ignoring his pleas. I will attempt 
to write that article (accompanied with pictures) for the next issue of the newsletter. All I 
ask of the members is that you let me know if you have any bock zips that I don’t 
include, since I’m trying to maintain a complete list. (EDITORS NOTE: Please send 
Robert any info you have now, to help assure his article is as complete as possible.) 
 
One of the discussion items at the chapter meeting was conducting a survey among the 
chapter membership of bock cans in our collections. I think this is an outstanding idea. 
Several years ago the Rusty Bunch conducted and published a survey of rare flat tops, 
bock flats and OD cans in members’ collections. These results served as a valuable 
reference for Rusty Bunch members. If we conduct a survey of bock cans, I think we will 
produce a definitive reference for the hobby. The real purpose of a survey is not to find 
every example of a particular can, but to determine the relative rarity of cans. I think the 
results would be of interest to all of us.  
 
If there is anything you think I can do as Vice President, please let me know. E-mail me 
at fondren@cox.net, or call at 540-370-4210. 
 

DON”T RUN AROUND NAKED!!!!! 
If you’ve been putting it off, you’re running out of time. We are down to the last of the 

Merry Bockster T shirts!! We 
only have a few of this never to 
be offered again design, in both 
XL and XXL sizes. They are 
yours for $14 ($10 plus $4 
shipping). Get ‘em while you 
can! Write, call, or email Jim 
Romine today!!!! 

mailto:fondren@cox.net


 
By your Roving Editor  

 CANVENTION 2005, though not as heavily attended as in past years, was never 
the less a success by any measure for our Chapter. The week’s activities included tours of 
two Bocksters’ collections in their homes, a golf outing, a tremendous raffle, and a 
Chapter meeting attended by over 30 of our members. Here’s the play by play. 
 Sunday before Canvention, the pilgrims began to arrive at Jim Plant and Your 
Editor’s homes. At my abode, the Sunday crowd included Bocksters Tom Waggoner, 
John Page, and Robert Fondren. 
Everyone enjoyed the local pork 
barbeque with all the fixin’s, and 
a long session in my basement 
discussing the finer points of the 
collection and the beer supply. 

 Monday was a replay, with a different cast of 
characters. Bocksters Joe Pac (pictured at left, having an 
idea!), Joe Germino, and Mark Oleske were among the 
guests for that evening. After dinner, another round of 
competitive drinking and bowling until the wee hours 
ensued, with no clear winners. We slept like babies. 
 Tuesday saw Bocksters Bob Porter and Dave 
Launt show up to view the collection, and Dave stayed 
over to ride to the Big Show with me on Wednesday. 
Once there, it was room to room all night.   

 Thursday, we set up shop 
at the Chapter table. Here you 
see President Dave Reed and our 
Bocksterine Sue Swartz at the 
table, ready to help members 
renew, and sell new 
memberships, raffle tickets and 
T-shirts. 



Thursday and Friday on the trade floor was very active. 
There was a large 
assortment of Bock cans 
and breweriana, but no one 
had as impressive a 
selection of Bock cans 
available as Dale Rogalski. 
I’d be smiling, too! 
 Friday night was the 
Chapter meeting. We had a 
good turnout, with 
everyone hoping to be the 
lucky Bockster to win the 
members-only can raffle. 
We thought we had picked 
an impartial ticket puller 
when we asked Matt 
Parker’s wife to do the honors, but she promptly reached in and pulled out Matt’s ticket! 

Here you see the Parkers with 
Matt’s new Edelweiss Bock flat. 

A rogue’s gallery: Eric Claussen, the 
Parkers, Ted Wolfe, Kevin Dooley,                                       
John Coganhour, and Joe Older. 

Bocksters galore, including Fred 
Goerlach, Jim Dixon, and Ron 
Jankauskas. At left, no one wants to sit 
with Robin Carlson. 

We also elected our Officers for 2005-2006. Our President Dave Reed agreed to stay 
on another year, as did your Secretary/Treasurer/Editor. Our new Vice- President is Robert 
Fondren. Robert, as you can see on the front cover, was also the winner of the Esslinger 
Parti-quiz Bock can we raffled away. The other winners pictured were Mark Benbow, who 
won the Old Crown, and Douglas Simmons, who won the Goebel and Lucky Bock cans. 



Prez Dave reviewed the year, talking about our 
finances (we’re tight, but we’ll make it), the need to support 

our raffle, which is a major source of revenue (we ended up taking in $785), a reminder to 
renew for next year (we had 48 renewals and 5 new members), and a plea to sign up to work 
at the Chapter table (a big thanks to all who helped out there. Your efforts were invaluable in 
supporting the Bockster cause).    

  
 The Jersey guys and Bob Porter.                        Jim Patterson and Mary White. 
Your Humble Editor took a few minutes to babble about the need for more folks to 

step up as regular contributors, and asked for specific articles on Ball tap knobs, non-cork 
backed crowns, foreign Bock items, and HHAT candidates. 

Saturday brought another full trade floor day, with many satisfied collectors packing 
in Bock goodies to take home. Your Humble Editor picked up a unique accent piece, which 
will be featured in the next issue. It was another good show for the Merry Bocksters, and the 
start to another good year. Thanks go out to everyone who helped in any way. 

 
 
  
 
FIRST, Thanks to all who helped out this last year with articles, columns, and regular 
contributions to the GOATZETTE. You make this magazine go. 
SECOND, please don’t forget to take a minute to send in your dues for this next year. 
We have had a tremendous renewal rate; we have 97 active members right now, out of 
110 who have ever been members. That’s an unheard of level of participation, and I’m 
flattered by it. If you have a red circle on your address label, your dues are due! Send in 
your $10 (along with a contribution to the GOATZETTE, maybe?) to your Editor today! 
We have included a renewal form in the back of this issue to use to update your info. 
THIRD, we have included a major piece of Bock beercan information in this issue. It is 
the Interactive Bock Beercan Survey. The purpose is to document the actual rarity of 
specific Bock beercans, both flattops and cones. Please take a few minutes, and fill out 
the survey. Mark the cans you have, and whether it is on-grade or off-grade. It’s set up so 
that you can tear it off of your magazine without losing any of the articles. We want to 
document the number of each can that reside in our Chapter’s cumulative collections. If 
the survey response is large enough, it will be a very accurate representation of the 
relative rarity of those lovely Bocks.  When we publish the results, you will have a 
valuable tool to use to hunt for, and negotiate for, cans for your collection, armed with 
the knowledge of which variations are how rare, both in indoor and dumper condition! 
How can you not want to help build this database? Send your completed survey to: 
Bob Porter,   113 Honey Locust Court,   Collegeville  PA  19426  
Bob will collate the results and they will be published in the January Issue. Start out the 
new year armed better than ever for the Bock can hunt!        You can do it! 

Your Editor Has a few things on what’s left of his mind 



e e e e bock  
from Joe Pac 

 
Bringing some more items from recent auctions on Ebay. 

 
 
Regal -Amber Bock Beer Label w/neck 
label. Unused 11 oz IRTP Bock Beer label 
with matching neck label from the Regal-
Amber Brewing Company of San Francisco, 
California. circa 1937, in excellent condition. 
Sold for $43.00 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 

 

BLATZ BOCK from 
PABST, LOS 
ANGELES – From 

wall find- very clean. With does not contain more than 3.2% 
alcohol statement on lid. Bottom opened.Won at $128.01 

 

 

Leinenkugel's Chippewa 
Bock Beer Label WI -unused 
12 oz IRTP label from the 
Jacob Leinenkugel Brewing 
Company of Chippewa Falls, 
Wisconsin. The label dates 
circa 1948 and is in excellent 
condition. Went for $52.50 

 



e e e e bock  
Sieben's Bock Beer Pre- Pro Litho 
Chicago IL -Rare - Has some staining 
on the right hand edge. There are two 
stains above the goat's ear. The edge of 
the litho does have some small tears in 
area's not that big. Upper left corner of 
the bock litho has come apart from the 
metal band in a area about 4" inches 
long. Some minor areas of black paint 
missing in “Sieben's”, but nothing that 
big. All orginal and not touched up in 
any way. Seller was told that there are 
five of these litho's in collections not 
including this one from a reliable source. 
The Philipp Litho Co. Milwaukee. The 
name of the litho company dates this 
litho in the teens. 21 1/2" x 31 1/2". Sold for $373.00 

National Bohemian Bock Cone Top Beer Can USBC 175-10 Dumper 
that displays well although it has a 
hole and a dent on the back. National 
Brewing Company, Baltimore, 
Maryland. A rare can indeed! Went 
for $326.76 

 

 

 

 

 

<<<- Coors 
Bock Beer 
Paper Label Bottle - Clean! Stubby bottle from the 
1940'S Won @ $100.99 

 
 
 
See ya next time Joe Pac #50 



  
by Steve Armstrong 

 
 
 
I hope everybody has had a good summer and added some nice bock items to their collections.  This group of 
4 coasters might be able to extend your summer just a little longer.  They are from the “Little Brewery” in 
Shiner, Texas and can be found on the Beer Coaster Mania web site 
(http://members.aol.com/gbarone/index.html) under the Texas coaster guide.  The specific coaster 
identification is TX-SPO-21a, b, c, d.  The coasters are 4” square and are printed on both sides.  The coasters 
have a 2003 copyright date on them. 
 
According to American Breweries, II, the brewery opened for business in 1909 under the name of Shiner 
Brewing Association located at Boggy Creek and the railroad.  Other names used during pre prohibition 
times included the Home Brewing Co. (1913-1915) and Betzold & Spoetzl (1915-1918).  After prohibition, 
the brewery used mainly the Spoetzl name (Spoetzl Brewery & Ice Factory 1933-1934; Spoetzl Brewery 
1934-1966; and Spoetzl Brewery, Inc. 1966-present). 
 
According to the information on several of their bottle labels, the “Little Brewery” in Shiner, Texas was 
established in 1909 by Czech and German immigrants.  To satisfy their need for old-world tasting brews, 
they hired Kosmos Spoetzl—a Bavarian brewmaster whose traditional family recipes and expertise remain 
the inspiration for our beers today.  Shiner Bock is the perfect union of traditional Bavarian and American 
style brewing.  A taste that’s rich and smooth yet as bold as the ram on its label.  I was able to try Shiner 
Bock for the first time this year and I thought it was pretty good.  Enjoy the rest of the summer and fall with 
your favorite bock beer! 
 
 

    
   
    
 
   



 
 This time, we have a Bockster who answered the call to step up 
for a member’s profile, but really didn’t want his name mentioned in the 
article. “I don’t want the notoriety”, he says. Oops, now you know it’s a 
guy! That will narrow it down! Anyhow, he wants to remain incognito, so 
we will just refer to him as “The Unknown Bockster”. A few weeks ago, I 
got a call from the UB, and he says he’s sending over some photos of his 
collection. A couple days later, I get this e-mail, along with photos. I’ll let 
the story tell itself from here, with a few comments along the way. I think 
everyone will agree, this is one great collection. 
HI JIM. 

Finally got around to taking some pictures for you to use. 

You can handle the writing. 

If you have questions give me a call. 

 First item is a MEISTER BRAU BOCK foam scraper. 

Next is a hand painted MARLIN BOCK that was given to 

me in the 70's. EDITORS NOTE This unique can is believed 
to be a Dale Rogalski fantasy can painted during his early, 
living in a van , man, years. 
#3 is #99-1  the brown MEISTER BRAU BOCK with shiny 

gold background and lettering. 

the second can is not listed and has a matted gold finish. 

This photo 

doesn’t do 

the cans 

justice. In 

person, the 

difference is 

striking.  

The UB also 

reinforced your Editor’s opinion that 

the IRTP version pictured in the BCU 

is a printing error, and it doesn’t exist. 

 



 
#4 is #90-28 KRUEGER BOCK which has a gold toned color and the second can is not  

listed in a silver color. I may have to quarrel 

with ol’UB on this one. I have seen both 

versions, and I believe the glossy can is simply 

a very pale gold, not a silver can. Al Aprea had 

two of these at Canvention 2004. 

 #5 is OLD CHICAGO BRAND BOCK BEER.  

The first can is a mylar paper label and the 

second can is rolled steel. Assume from the 

can manufacture presented to Peter Hand 

Brewery, Chicago.A great test can that shoulda 

woulda coulda been. I’ve seen one other 

example of this can a couple years ago, does 

anyone know of any others?  

 Next are a couple bock lithos from the 

collection.BAM! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Last are pictures of my BOCK CAN show 

case.Now, we really see the quality of the UB’s collection as a whole. EVERY can is 
absolutely mint, and you’ll see a Hall of Fame of great Bock cans in here. The photos tell 
the story! Yes, that’s a Gibbons Bock cone! 

 



 
Almost forgot the three RED KRUEGER 

BOCK CANS - number 485,487 & 488 in 

Lilek's book. Whoa! I ask you, would those 

cans slip your mind?  

I think you’ve just seen one of the 

most impressive Bock collections there is. The 

more you look, the more you see. How about 

that F & S? And the gold Richbrau? 

He started collecting in the early 70’s, 

and actually sold his collection to Marc Pierce 

around 1980. He didn’t want to get 

completely out of the hobby, so what did he 

keep? You guessed it, those lovely goat cans, 

and his Malt Liquor cans. He still has both 

groups, and has around 500 cans total in his 

collection. 

By the way, his two favorite cans? The 

Peter Doelger and the woodgrain Ruppert. 

His most desired can? The Golden Brau Bock 

from Harvard. I hope I can find two, so we 

can talk trade! Somebody wake me up! 

This has been a very special Member 

Profile, and I’m just very grateful that the UB 

was willing to give us all a peek. Thanks, from 

us all. 



BOCKBOCKBOCKBOCK IN THE  IN THE  IN THE  IN THE     
By Steve Armstrong 

 
This issue brings us a new name for this column.  Since I’m featuring bock beer labels from all of the US, 

I thought the name should reflect that…so welcome to the first issue of Bock (labels) in the USA.  The bock 
labels featured in this column come from the bay area of central California.  I’ll start on the east side of the bay in 
Oakland and follow up with two labels from the west side of the bay in San Francisco. 
 

The first label is an IRTP 11 ounce label for Golden Glow Bock 
from the Golden West Brewing Company in Oakland, CA.  The label is 3 
5/8” tall x 2 7/8” wide.  The exterior is scalloped and has a metallic gold 
ink border along the edge.  The fine print inside the gold border is where 
the brewery information, package size, and tax statement are located.  The 
label was lithographed by the Louis Roesch Co. of San Francisco.  
According to American Breweries II, the Golden West Brewery has a long 
history, originally opening in 1856.  It had a number of names and owners 
until the Golden West name first appears in 1910.  The brewery closed in 
1920 for national prohibition, reopening in 1933 under the Golden West 
Brewing Co. name.  The Golden West name hung on until 1950 when it 
became the Goebel Brewing Co. of California (1950-1955), a branch of the 
Goebel Brewing Co. of Detroit, MI.  The brewery underwent the last name 
change, Pacific Brewing, Inc., in 1958 and closed in 1959. 

 
Across the bay to the west was the 
Rainier Brewing Co. of San Francisco.  
This brewery did not have the 
extensive history like Golden West.  
They began operations at 1550 Bryant 
Street in 1916 and closed for 
prohibition in 1920.  The brewery 
reopened in 1933 and retained the 
Rainier name until 1953.  At this time, 
the name changed to the Theo. Hamm 
Brewing Co. and was a branch of the 
Theo. Hamm Brewing Co. of St. Paul, 
MN.  During the Hamm’s era (1953-
1973), the brewery was also known as 
the Buckhorn Brewing Co. and the 
Burgie Brewing Co. (1969-1973).  The 
last name used for this brewery was 
Brewer’s Unlimited, Inc. from 1973-1975. 

 
Both of the Rainier bock labels are IRTP 11 ounce labels.  The blue label is about 4” wide x 3” tall.  The oval 
label is about 3 ¾” tall x 2 ¾” wide.  Both are striking labels with proud goats prominently featured on the 
accompanying neck labels.  I have a suspicion that the blue label is from the late 1930s while the white oval label 
is a 1940s design.  Can anybody confirm this or provide more specific dates for any of these labels? 
 
If you have a bock label you’d like to see featured in this column, please let me know and you too can show off a 
part of your bock beer collection.  Until next time…………. 
 
   



                                                

 

An At – Large Chapter Of The 
Breweriana Collectors Club of America 

 

Name _________________________________________  BCCA #  ____________ 
 

 

Address 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
City ____________________________________ State_______ Zip ___________ 
 
Phone ____________________ e-Mail ___________________________________ 
 
Specific Bock Interests ____________________________________________ 
 
To Join or Renew, please send $10, payable to Merry Bocksters, to: 
Merry Bocksters 
c/o Jim Romine 
1316 Gormly Circle 
Sanford NC 27330 
Memberships are good for the calendar year. 
New member dues paid at Canvention carry through the next full calendar year. 
 

BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP 

• 4 Issues per year of the Merry Bocksters Goatzette 
• News on Bock finds, variations, collections, and shows! 

• A copy of the Chapter Roster of other Bock collectors 
• Admission to the Annual Chapter Meeting 
• A chance to get cool Merry Bockster   T - shirts and stuff! 

  
 



 
 

It’s Here!!!!! 
  It’s Here!!!!! 
   Yeah!!!!! 
 

 
 
 
Jim Romine 
1316 Gormly Cir 
Sanford, NC 27330 
 
 
 

       
 

 


